
Investors are becoming increasingly wary and point towards the temporary yield curve inversion as proof of overly

tight financial conditions. At IR+M, we are continuing to monitor credit fundamentals for broad signs of weakness,

which we have yet to see. We will remain surgical in our bottom-up approach, while being mindful of potential risks.
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FIRST QUARTER RECAP

• Domestic economic data indicated that the economy

was growing at a solid pace, however, inflationary

pressures were still muted and growth outside the US

had stalled

• The dovish Fed, low inflation, and slowing global

growth caused investors to price in the potential for a

rate cut in 2019

•The market-implied probability of a rate cut rose

above 75% as a result

• Treasury yields fell by as much as 26bps across the

curve, pushing the 10-year yield below the 3-month

bill for the first time since 2007

• Issuers took advantage of strong demand and brought

over $319 billion to market – 2% less than the $326

billion issued in the first quarter of 2018

•Companies rated BBB+ or below dominated

investment-grade issuance and issued $168 billion,

which represented 53% of the year-to-date total

• Strong demand helped tighten spreads from 153bps

to 119bps, 7bps tighter than the 5-year average

• Interest-rate volatility and the strong Treasury rate

rally in March weighed on securitized bonds,

particularly mortgage-backed securities (MBS), which

lagged corporates by as much as 267bps over the

quarter

As of: 3/31/19. Sources: Bloomberg Barclays, Bloomberg, Citigroup, JP Morgan. Excess returns are the curve-adjusted excess return of a given index relative to a term structure-matched position in Treasuries. 
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2019 GOING FORWARD

• Entering the second quarter, questions remain on the

health of the global economy

• Central banks across Europe and China are bracing

for slowing growth, and messaged that they plan to

keep yields low to help spur expansion

• As a result, the 10-year German bund fell into

negative territory for the first time since 2016

• However, domestic economic data suggests that the

US is still on solid footing even with muted inflation
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10-Year Yields Briefly Dropped Below 3-Month T-Bill Yieldbps
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